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Manzil ba Manzil ( منزل(   بہ منزل
Chapter 3: Spring's Message (Payam-e Fasl-e Bahar      ) – بہار فصل پيام

Message to Fellow-Ambassadors  
 (Tulu-e-Islam Convention, November, 1959)
By G. A. Parwez (Translated by: M. Alam)  

Episode No. 3

Only that progress and evolution will sustain in the long run in which all 
members of human family are equally respected and involved. Otherwise, a 
society no matter how advanced and evolved stagnates and suffers intellectual 
and cultural death and will descend into hell like other nations. The Quran has 
used the word   (Jaheem) for hell which means stagnation. Whenever a جحيم
nation starts stagnating that is when its hell begins. 

Taste of laziness from action is self-imprisonment;
The hunter waylays its victim if its hands fold up!

This is the secret of progress and evolution that the Quran mentioned 1400 
years ago, and which only now modern sociologists and anthropologists have 
started discovering it. But we do not have to go outside to seek the proof of it; 
the proof resides in our own house.  That is, the history of the rise and fall of 
Muslims is a reflection of this reality.  

Causes of our rise and fall
When a small group of individuals from the land of Hijaz understood the 

power of this Quranic wisdom then they created such a unified party – by 
removing all the distinctions of: ruler and ruled; high and low status; rich and 
poor; and Arab and non-Arab – with the underlying core principle that in every 
individual's effort and earning ability, all are equal participants. After the 
opening Surah the Quran has described the attributes of such individuals when 
it declares:        (2:3) – whatever We have provided for them they 
keep it open for the betterment of others. What is the limit of this opening? The 
Quran replies: (2:219) – They also ask you as to how 
much they should spare for the help of others. Say: all that is surplus to your 
needs. This they were commanded to do. But they went beyond this:

                 (59:9) – They always give preference to the needs 
of the others, even if they themselves are indigent and living a life of hardship. 
Today, it has become a puzzle as to what is the economic system of Islam. And 
if someone is told that no surplus wealth remains with anyone in this system 
then he sees the germs of communism in this system. However, when the 
philosophy of evolution of human abilities as given in the Quran is 
understood, then there remains no mystery in understanding its economic 
system. As mentioned above, its philosophy is that a system in which an 

ىجىش اذىش َيعٻذ 
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individual, or a group, or a nation keeps to itself the output of its efforts, then 
the progress of that individual, that group, that nations stops; and it cannot 
move forward after reaching a certain point. The Quran calls this type of 
mentality as  (Bukhl or miserliness) and says:بخل

 (47:38) – They should know that the one who is miserly in this matter, in ِ
fact, harms none but himself. He stops his own self's development. In contrast 
to this, a group or a nation develops itself further when it tries to help develop 
others:  (35:18) – Whoever provides nourishment to 
others, he himself receives the same in return. This was the crux of the 
principle that that small group of the people of Hijaz had understood. The 
result was that their progress became limitless. There was neither any mystery, 
nor any puzzle, nor any ideology beyond understanding, nor any supernatural 
formula in this limitless achievement. 
What happened later?
Well, the later followers abandoned that principled law of evolution. They 
restricted the wealth individually and within limits of their family. One group 
within the nation became the ruler and thus power and authority became 
limited within a particular group. And beyond this the entire nation imprisoned 
itself within its boundary walls of nationhood by ignoring the concept of 
universal brotherhood of humankind. This was the condition of worldly 
people. And the so-called people of God imprisoned themselves for “spiritual” 
progress within the walls of monasteries cutting themselves off from the rest 
of humanity. And on top this, the people of Sharia started telling that Islam's 
purpose is achieved if everyone became pious in their own boundary walls of 
individual religions. The result was that the nation of Islam as a whole stopped 
at the place where it was; and became fossilized in time capsule. This is the hell 
or   (Jaheem) that the Muslim nation is in since that time. The meaning of جحيم
stopping at one place is that intellectual abilities of such a nation become 
devoid of evolution. That is, that nation does not possess the abilities of 
thinking and rational understanding. How clearly the Quran describes this 
situation when it says: (67:10) – Truly we 
did not utilize our intellect and ability to think; and we opposed him (the 
warner) with sheer prejudice and stubbornness. Had we listened to him 
attentively and used our intellect, we would not be in this Hell?
There is another point to note here. A nation that abandons its thinking at a 
certain point of its evolution deceives itself that that is its pinnacle of 
humanity; and that no other nation can reach that level. That is how it pretends 
itself that its hell is heaven; and does not want to get itself out of the hell it is 
really in. In other words, it does not see its hell. This is because one can only 
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see the prevailing hell only if one has the ability to see it:
 (79:36) – Hell will become visible to those who are capable of seeing it.

***
Summary of our discussion until this point
This was, my dear friends, the related point that had come in the course of our 
discussion about why the Quran puts so much emphasis on universality of the 
humankind. Since we drifted somewhat from our topic, it seems necessary at 
this point to recap the story in few words in order to maintain continuity with 
what we were discussing until this point.  

1. The difference between secular state and divine state is that to secular 
state the only thing counts is the protection of national interests; and 
political opportunism and expediency become the tools and policies to 
achieve them. On the other hand, the purpose for which the divine state 
strives is to protect the eternal principles or universal permanent 
values; and lays down policies and procedures to implement them in 
real life. The secret of humankind's welfare and benefit, and its 
progress and evolution lies in practical realization of these eternal 
principles. 

2.  These eternal principles are clearly spelled out in the Quran. The 
constitution of the Islamic state is built on these principles.

Fear and grief
The Quran has summarized in just few words the result of the divine state: 

   (2:38) – those who will order their lives in 
accordance Our guidance, will suffer no fear and sorrow. Those who tread the 
life under the guidance of Allah's book will remain free of fear and free of 
grief. 
To remain free of fear is political security and to remain free of grief is 
economic independence. There would be no political oppression of any kind 
in this state. There would be no economic dependence of any sort in this state. 
In the words of Iqbal:

There will be no dependence in this state of any kind;
This is the meaning of the clear Sharia, in a nutshell! 

***
Form of government 
As far as the form of government is concerned, the Quran has not given any 
specific details about it. But it does specify an eternal principle behind it: 

      (42:38) – They decide their affairs through mutual 
consultations and according to Divine Laws. Matters of state will be decided 
by mutual consultation of the Ummah in the light of the Quran. 

ىجىعگ ؔتجش ّت 
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The machinery of government will not reside under the control of any 
individual, or family, or group. This will remain under the collective 
trusteeship of the Ummah which will hand it to its representatives. And as has 
been mentioned earlier the standard for selecting Ummah's representatives 
will be:       (49:13) – According to the Divine Law the criteria to 
determine status or superiority is how closely and consciously one follows and 
guards the Divine Laws? And Who obeys Allah more? The one whose whole 
life will be in conformity with this criterion will be the most worthy of respect. 
The criterion for superiority in this state will not be race or status, but personal 
character and behavior. 
Those who are the closest in obeying the laws of Allah will be the most 
respected. And these people will represent the Ummah who, by adhering to the 
boundary lines of eternal universal principles of the Quran, will form the 
detailed laws and will decide the form of government depending on the 
demands of the time and the circumstances. 
My dear friends, you would have realized by now that Islamic government is 
not the name of any specific form or style of government. It is a means to 
protect and propagate the permanent values as determined by the Quran; and 
the government machinery is to practically establish and implement them. 
Whatever means are acquired to achieve this goal will be called Islamic 
provided that these means do not violate the principles of the Quran. By 
keeping the Quranic values intact, whatever style or form of government is 
adopted that will be Islamic. 
Difficulties in constitution making
In the light of these explanations, my dear friends, could there be any difficulty 
in drafting and compiling an Islamic constitution? In this process all the 
difficulties that we encounter are our own – conscious or unconscious – self-
creations. Our most fundamental mistake is that we take Islam (without 
thinking) as one comprising of rituals and Sharia laws of the period when the 
train of  (Deen) was hijacked by kings and put on a different track. Unless دین
and until we come out of this misunderstanding and keep accepting that 
version of “Islam” as the true Islam, even the concept of Islamic constitution 
won't appear before us. Those who are involved in this misunderstanding must 
understand that the religion of “Islam” that they are promoting; and the Sharia 
law that they are pushing for adoption as the state's constitution; and think that 
this way we will regain our standing as a developed nation among the 
community of nations – then they are gravely mistaken. What they are 
advocating is the non-Quranic religion in the name of Islam. The Quran's  دین

يس خكش  مس ۪ث 
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 guarantees its followers the leadership of the world among its (Deen) دین
contemporary nations, let alone being in the ranks of developed nations. 

The religion of the enliven hearts is not a pipedream;
They create another world from the dust of old realm!

And when it is the fact that our current religion is not the real Islam then asking its 
custodians to give us the Islamic constitution is nothing but self-deception.

Who knows who has told these naivetés?
One who picks up sword becomes Farhad!

Our scholars and Islamic constitution
The prerequisite for Islamic constitution is that one must have full comprehension of 
the permanent values of the Quran and be knowledgeable about the contemporary 
issues of the time. As for our Ulemas, the so-called Islamic scholars, they are devoid 
of both. Therefore, to turn to them for framing the Islamic constitution is 
fundamentally wrong. In the words of Iqbal:

What is nation; and what is leadership of nations?
How the Mullahs of ritual-based Islam could fathom? 

 The Quran says:        (4:58) – In order to establish the 
Quranic system, it is necessary to entrust responsibility to those who are capable of 
discharging it. Drafting a constitution requires huge responsibility. It is a great trust 
on behalf of the people. It cannot be entrusted to those who are not worthy of this 
trust. Otherwise, it will be a breach of trust. We made this mistake once and have been 
suffering for nine years. If we lose this opportunity again – which Allah has given us 
– to redeem ourselves, then our punishment will be much severe this time. 
My dear friends, at this time I want to clarify one point. When I criticize the 
custodians of our present religion then it is not directed against any specific 
individual but to the institution of priesthood which has no place in Islam. As for 
individuals, there are many whom I respect very much because of their character and 
integrity. 

***
If people become pious then State will become Islamic
In regards to Islamic constitution it is heard from certain quarters that if people 
become true Muslims; if they become pious; if they become honest – then the state 
will automatically become Islamic. This logic is very interesting. This is similar to 
saying to those who are in-charge of government: Please fix the machinery that runs 
the government so that the crimes and corruption disappears; so that respect for laws 
develops in people's hearts; so that they could live in peace and security. In reply to 
this the government will say: if people respect the laws; if they don't commit crimes 
and live life as peaceful citizens – then the government will automatically become 
good. 
The Quran mentions a great point in regards to the above arguments. It says that as far 
as individual ethics is concerned it is found just about everywhere. No one advocates: 
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lying, stealing, deceiving, oppressing, exploiting people, etc. In contrast, it is 
encouraged everywhere that: be honest, don't steal, don't deceive, don't oppress, live 
a life of piety, etc. But, despite this, it is a fact that people do not practice what they 
preach. Religion only preaches; it only considers its duty to give sermons to people 
about piety and honesty. The Quran says that sermonizing is not enough. People 
won't become pious and honest by sermons only. It is not because the sermons do not 
have impact on people; it is not that people do not want to become honest and pious. 
Except few who are deliberately criminal minded, pathologically dishonest, and 
willfully transgressing; most people want to live life along the right path, but, despite 
this, they are not able to. It is not their fault in this. It is extremely difficult, if not 
impossible, to lead life on the right path in wrong and corrupt society. It may be the 
case that an individual may develop good personal qualities in his character; but in 
collective societal matters individual reform would never become effective. For this 
it is necessary to establish a society in which it is not only easy to lead life on the right, 
but that it should also be comfortable and satisfying. That is, just as it is extremely 
difficult, and one faces roadblocks after roadblocks at every step, to lead a right life in 
a wrong society; in the same way, in the right society, it becomes extremely difficult 
for a person to lead wrong life in a right society. 
Just as water flows easily downstream, it becomes easier to lead life on the right path 
in a right society. 
The Quran, the truth teller 
The Quran tells the people of the book:         (4:47) – O Prophet (PBUH)! Tell 
these people of the book: that not only I have brought a Book, the Quran, which is the 
complete code of life, but also that it validates the claims made in your scriptures. For 
example, you say that oppressors will never be able to flourish. The Quran also says 
this:        (6:135) – Allah never lets the oppressors succeed. But despite 
your sermons, oppressors continue to succeed. So, I have brought the practical 
program which actually proves that oppressors will not succeed. The name of this 
practical program is Islamic state. It is impossible for an individual to put the world 
on the right path. The forces of evil are so strong and so wide-spread that it is 
impossible to face them individually. The Quran teaches us to face the facts. That is 
why it does not tell something to individuals which is beyond their power. 
The goal of mysticism
The Quran declares that mysticism is not from Allah, but it is an ideology created by 
human mind. This ideology does not mean that one need to go to jungle and lead a life 
of asceticism. The meaning of this ideology is to live individual life; to try to be pious 
on an individual basis. The Quran declares this type of life against Allah's will of 
leading a collective life. This is what it calls Islamic state. 
How Islamic state makes people pious?
At this point let us make it clear that the Islamic state does force people to become 
pious. Force is used only against deliberate transgressors of laws. It has a different 
program for making normal people pious. To Be Continued...
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